Nucleotide sequence and regulated expression of a wound-inducible potato gene (wun1).
Mechanical wounding of potato leaves, stems, roots and tubers leads to a rapid increase of wun1 mRNA. In potato leaves, the wound-induced accumulation of wun1 mRNA is inhibited by the addition of sucrose or other osmotically active agents. This inhibition is organ specific since sucrose does not prevent wun1 mRNA accumulation in wounded tubers. In contrast, expression of patatin was shown to be repressed in tubers by wounding and this repression was reversed by increasing osmotic pressure. Sequence data obtained from the analysis of a wun1 cDNA and a wun1 genomic clone show no homology to any gene known so far. Histochemical data demonstrate a striking analogy in cell specific expression of chimeric genes expressed under the control of the wun1 promoter and the cell specific production of callose in wounded tobacco leaves.